Improving the Mechanism of State Support of Agricultural Producers

Abstract — The purpose of this paper is to define and propose the mechanism of state support of agricultural producers as an element of subsystem of agricultural development in modern conditions of digital transformation of agricultural and industrial industry. The research was based on the works of both domestic and foreign scientists on theoretical and practical aspects of state support, as well as normative documents revealing state and target agricultural development programs. General scientific methods and techniques as scientific abstraction, analysis and synthesis, methods of grouping and comparison were used in the process of writing of this paper. The main directions and measures of state support for both medium and small agricultural producers in Russia and foreign countries were considered in this research paper, as well as analyze of systems for allocating state support in foreign countries from methodological point of view was performed. The authors also consider the possibility of digital technologies in the context of post-pandemic transformation of economy in agricultural sectors of Russia. There is an urgent need to solve the current problems of the country’s agriculture, as the most vulnerable sector in the current situation on the Russian agricultural market, in order to strengthen the positive dynamics of the development of the agricultural sector. In the context of pandemic, the inability of agricultural sector to digital transformation is most acutely felt, which creates threats and challenges in ensuring the country’s food security and undermining the country's social sphere. The analysis of measures and programs of state support in Russia and foreign countries leads to the conclusion that there is an increasing need to change the approach to the mechanism of state support, because to obtain a positive lever for the development of agriculture in the country, it must be targeted and systematic. It is important to note that today the issue of providing state support to agricultural and industrial industry doesn't lose its urgency, as the food security of the country remains the key point in determining not only the financial component of the economy as a whole, but also the social aspect in modern economic conditions. The authors presented the mechanism of state support for agriculture at the regional level, highlighted the main aspects that need to be paid attention to in the distribution of state support in the regions of Russia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In modern market conditions, in recent years the Russian Federation has seen significant changes in almost all areas of activity, namely, the political, economic, and social life of the state.

The adoption of the State program for the development of agriculture and regulation of markets for agricultural products, raw materials and food for 2013–2020 (approved by decree of the Government of the Russian Federation from 14.07.2012 № 717 [2]) allowed defining the goals, main directions for the development of industry and markets regulation for agricultural products, raw materials and food for the medium-term period, target indicators and forecast of agricultural development. The main directions of state support, according to the state program for the development of agriculture of the country, are presented in table 1.
| No. | Directions of state support in accordance with the state program for the development of agriculture and regulation of markets for agricultural products, raw materials and food for 2013–2020 | Support measures | Normative regulation |
|-----|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
|     |                                                                              | Support for preferential crediting in agricultural and industrial complex | Order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 09.07.2019 № 389 “About the approval of the list of directions for the targeted use of preferential investment loans” | Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation from 24.11.2018 №1413 "About the approval of Rules of granting and distribution of other interbudgetary transfers from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation for compensating of part of direct costs incurred for creation and/or modernization of agricultural and industrial complex facilities” (in edition from 18.02.2020 № 173) |
|     |                                                                              | Subsidies for agricultural land reclamation | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 29.01.2020 № 31 “On approval of forms of the documents provided by Rules of granting and distribution of subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation within realization of actions of the departmental program “Development of the Russian land reclamation complex” and measures in the field of agricultural land reclamation within the Federal project “Export of agricultural products” |  |
| 5.  | Integrated development of rural areas | Subsidies for improving the housing conditions of citizens living in rural areas | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 28.08.2019 №510 “On approval of forms of documents for granting subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation for realization of the directions (subprogrammes) of the state program of the Russian Federation “Complex development of rural territories” approved by the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation May 31, 2019 № 696” |  |
|     |                                                                              | Subsidies for financial support in the performance of municipal expenditure obligations for housing construction provided under the contract for the rental of housing | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 28.08.2019 №510 “On approval of forms of documents for granting subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation for realization of the directions (subprogrammes) of the state program of the Russian Federation “Complex development of rural territories” approved by the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation May 31, 2019 № 696” |  |
|     |                                                                              | Subsidies for the development of engineering infrastructure and the improvement of places located in rural areas for compact housing development | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 28.08.2019 № 510 “On approval of forms of documents for granting subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation for realization of the directions (subprogrammes) of the state program of the Russian Federation “Complex development of rural territories” approved by the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation May 31, 2019 № 696” | 2. The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia from 05.09.2019 №526 “About the approval of limit values of total cost and number of projects for the development of the engineering infrastructure and improvement of places located in rural areas under compact housing building and projects of complex arrangement of places under compact housing building in rural territories” |
|     |                                                                              | Assistance to agricultural producers working in rural areas in providing qualified specialists | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 28.08.2019 № 510 “On approval of forms of documents for granting subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation for realization of the directions (subprogrammes) of the state program of the Russian Federation “Complex development of rural territories” approved by the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation May 31, 2019 № 696” |  |
| 6.  | Establishment of support system for farmers and development of rural cooperation | Subsidies for implementation of integrated rural development projects | The order of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation from 28.01.2020 № 26 “About the approval of lists, forms of the documents provided by the Rules of granting and distribution of subsidies from the federal budget to regional budgets of the Russian Federation on establishment of support system for farmers and development of rural cooperation” provided in appendix № 6 to State program of development of agriculture and regulation of the markets of the agricultural products, raw materials and food approved by the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation from 14.07.2012 № 717 |  |

Source: compiled by the author based on the analysis of measures of state support for agriculture of the Russian Federation.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Considering the peculiarities of state regulation of agriculture as an industry of unique character, it is important to take into account the directions of state support of agricultural producers in the conditions of modern framework and challenges from external factors.

Thus, it should be noted that the development and adoption of the State program for the development of agriculture and regulation of markets for agricultural products, raw materials and food for 2013–2020 served as a kind of impetus for the development of both the agricultural sector and related indicators, specifically the social sphere and rural development, which is necessary for obtaining a positive result in the regulation of the agricultural sector of the country and regions (in particular) [2].

In the system of state regulation and support, regional features are taken into account in the implementation of target programs.

The general type of the mechanism of state support for agriculture at the regional level is as follows: funds from the federal and regional budgets are received in the form of financing of municipal district authorities, and then distributed to agricultural organizations (figure 1).

III. RESULTS

Taking into account the opinions of the authors from monographic sources, scientific works and articles, as well as our own monitoring, we conclude that any economic mechanism is expressed by a certain set and sequence of economic processes [15].

The scientific interest is the study of experience of implementation of state support in foreign countries.

Nowadays globalization of the world economy affects all states, determining the development and spread of technologies between countries, the use of labor, the production of goods and the supply of services, and investment [16]. Thus Russia’s accession to WTO has led to the aggravation of systemic problems in agrarian sphere, specifically the amount of received income is not sufficient to compensate for production costs, land conservation and social development of rural areas. It should be noted that the indicators of agricultural production in foreign countries exceed similar domestic indicators. The European Union (accounting for 11 per cent of world output) and the United States of America (accounting for 10 per cent of world agricultural output) are one of the leading agricultural producers now. From our point of view, one of the positive points is that all WTO member countries provide support within the framework of "baskets".

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION OF STATE SUPPORT MEASURES FOR AGRICULTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of basket</th>
<th>Form of regulation</th>
<th>Characteristic of provided measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Measures of «yellow basket» | Direct regulation | 1. Price regulation  
2. Preferential crediting  
3. Co-financing of capital investments  
4. Advantages when paying for gasoline, lubricants, fertilizers, feed, electricity  
5. Subsidies for special types of products |
| Measures of «green basket» | Indirect regulation | 1. Financing of scientific research  
2. Pest and disease control  
3. Consulting services  
4. Support in case of natural disasters  
5. Establishment of state food reserves  
6. Preferential insurance |
| Measures of «blue basket» (payment) | Regulation of outputs | Payments linked to funded areas (livestock) |

In the European Union, state support for agriculture is carried out within the framework of the Unified Agricultural Policy (UAP), which has five main directions: increasing productivity in agriculture; market stabilization; uninterrupted delivery of food; ensuring decent standard of living for farmers; ensuring reasonable prices for consumers [7].
In modern conditions Russia is making a transition that allows rejecting a direct impact measures. Therefore, there is a need for smooth and gradual development of mechanism for indirect regulation of industry, especially the use of indirect measures (introduction of digital technologies into industry, development of rural areas, support of innovative development) in order to protect domestic agricultural producers from imported products and ensure food security of the country.

The world leaders in this area are the United States, China, South Korea, Singapore, Germany, Sweden (table 3). Analysts of the consulting company BCG predict that the volume of the global digital economy in the world will reach 16 billion dollars by 2035. A significant portion of the total volume will come from the United States of America. Today the share of the digital economy in US GDP exceeds 10.9 %, in Europe this indicator is 5.0 % [6].

It is important to note that the share of Russia’s digital economy is gaining momentum, although it is not in the lead (behind the United States, China, Great Britain, Germany, Italy and Sweden) [4]. The implementation of digital solutions in agricultural and industrial complex is a boost that will help to increase the efficiency on different stages of agriculture and thereby to reduce the influence of the human factor (which can serve as the main trigger for the development of agriculture), and therefore to increase the competitiveness of agricultural producers of the country and regions (in particular).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators of digital economy development</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Sweden (in average)</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population expenses in digital environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business investments in digital economy</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State expenses on digital economy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export of ICT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import of ICT</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of digital economy</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the author based on the results of research

**IV. DISCUSSION**

If we consider state regulation in terms of the set of positions of system, which clearly represents an open object and consists of several subsystems: the first is related to access of agricultural producer (both medium and small) to the market and business; the second is directly represented by measures of state support for agriculture and the third directly covers the social and economic development of rural areas. In this regard, the system of provided measures (the mechanism of state support for agriculture) should have the ability not just to adapt, but to have a well-structured algorithm, which will allow resisting the challenges of external environment, causing new relationships that affect the producers’ activities.

Researchers conducted in the field of forming the system of state regulation of Russian agriculture has revealed the inefficiency of the mechanism in the context of economic transformation, because as a result, the state support is mainly provided to enterprises that are able to self-sustain themselves.

In our opinion, the main component of the mechanism of state support for agriculture should be the system of financing unprofitable producers, with monitoring of the effectiveness of agricultural organizations taking into account the allocated state support (figure 2).

We propose to allocate state support to unprofitable enterprises, at the same time making contracts and checking the existence of valid agreement on medium-term financing of unprofitable farms for 3 years. Total state support should be provided only to those agricultural organizations that have concluded this agreement. Agricultural organizations supported by the Government operate in the same manner. Each year, based on the results of their activities, the effectiveness of agricultural organizations is monitored taking into account provided state support, the results of which are sent in the form of reports to the control body of audit. Based on the results of monitoring, state funds are distributed to agricultural organizations.

This mechanism corresponds to the modern conditions of the country’s agriculture development, will contribute to the rational use of state funds, and guarantees the comprehensive support to economic producers.

**V. CONCLUSION**

State support for agricultural producers should be considered from the point of view of fundamental function of state regulation of agriculture. Nowadays the Russian Federation has developed a multi-layered agrarian economy, represented by various forms of farms (agricultural holdings, agricultural organizations, private farms and family farms). They have occupied a certain niches in agricultural sector, have some development reserves. But despite this, it is important to take into account modern trends, specially the development of digital economy (transformation of agriculture in the country) in order to increase production and ensure food independence both of regions and of the country.

In the methodology there are several fundamentally different approaches to planning state support for agriculture. Briefly they are based on the following principles: contribution of industry to GDP formation, comparison with the level of agricultural support in developed countries, restoration and maintenance of intersectoral parity of prices and incomes, determining the need for subsidies for certain types of agricultural activities. This method is based on a common approach – ensuring conditions of reproduction and necessary profitability for specific agricultural enterprises. In this regard, a certain mechanism is needed that allows rational use of budget funds for the implementation of state programs. Nowadays within the framework of post-pandemic, one of the...
main complex tasks of the state is to make agriculture digital and promising.

Fig. 2. Improved mechanism of state support for agriculture at regional level
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